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Problem Set #0: Learning to Work with Stata 
 
The purpose of this exercise is to help you become familiar with Stata. It is optional, but strongly 
encouraged. There is nothing to hand in. To help you make the transition to Stata, we will use a very 
simple data set, gender.dta. Load Stata, and follow the steps below. Feel free to “experiment” along 
the way. For further details, see “A Brief Introduction to Stata,” available from the course web site. Note 
that many of the commands discussed in that document will not be used until later in the course, if at all. 
 
Note: Throughout the handouts I use the convention that text in carets – i.e., < > – is text that should be 
replaced with something else. For instance, below I discuss the use command. The line “use 
<filename>” is meant to be interpreted as “type in the use command and then type in the name of the file 
you wish to open.” 
 
1. Preliminaries 
 
First, load the data. The command is “use <filename>.” Stata datasets have the extension “.dta”, but you 
don't have to type the extension. In most cases, you will need to specify the path as well as the filename. 
You may also (1) use the “File” menu’s “Open” command to navigate to the file or (2) double click on the 
file’s icon. 
 
use gender 
 
It’s a good idea to get into the habit of saving and keeping a copy of your original, unedited, unchanged 
datasets. Before beginning a project, I always rename the original data file <name>Base.dta. For 
instance, in this case, I would rename the original file “genderBase.dta” and change the file properties of 
genderBase.dta to make it read-only. This way, your original data is protected in case you or your 
machine does something disastrous to your working file. 
 
The second thing I always do at the beginning of a Stata session is turn on the logging. There are two 
ways to set up a log: using the “command line” command or the “Log” command in the “File” menu. 
Stata has two log formats: plain text (ASCII) and Stata Markup and Control Language (SMCL). ASCII 
files may be opened in Word; SMCL files must be opened in Stata’s Viewer. (For more information on 
the Viewer, use the “help viewer” command in Stata. For most uses in this class, a plain ASCII log is 
better.  
 
Unlike Microsoft Excel, you do not see the individual data. In Stata, you think about the data as variables 
and observations, not as individual cells. To see the list of variables type “describe.” Pay attention to 
case when typing commands or file names: Stata is case-sensitive in almost all instances. 
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describe 
 
Contains data from gender.dta 
  obs:           950                           
 vars:             6                          22 Jan 1998 16:30 
 size:        12,350 (98.6% of memory free) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
              storage  display     value 
variable name   type   format      label      variable label 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
sex             byte   %9.0g       mf         Gender 
age             byte   %9.0g                   
salary          float  %9.0f                   
hours           byte   %9.0g                  Usual weekly hours worked 
weeks           byte   %9.0g                  Weeks worked last year 
educ            byte   %9.0g                  Years of Education 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Sorted by:   
 
The dataset has six variables. The meaning of the other items will become clear later on. 
 
 
2. Descriptive Statistics, 
 
To get a summary of the data, we use the “summarize <vamame>” command. 
 
summarize salary 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
      salary |     950    23834.72   21200.48         30     169999 
 
Note that we can abbreviate “summarize” as “sum”: 
 
sum salary 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
      salary |     950    23834.72   21200.48         30     169999 
 
In fact, in most cases any non-ambiguous abbreviation may be used. 
 
su sa 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
      salary |     950    23834.72   21200.48         30     169999 
 
Try typing “sum salary, detail” and note how the output differs. 
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3. Creating New Variables, 
 
Generating new variables is easy. 
 
generate wage = salary/(hours *weeks) 
sum wage 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
        wage |     950    12.41145   8.906282   .1748252   81.73029 
 
4. Generating conditional statistics (i.e. controlling for “other” variables), 
 
Recall that we inspected the differences by gender. Almost any command can be executed on 
subsets of the data by using an “if” clause. Note the double equal signs (“==”). The double equal 
sign is used in logical expressions to signify equivalence, whereas a single equal sign is used to 
assign new values to a variable, as in the “generate wage =...” command above. 
 
sum wage if sex==1 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
        wage |     462    10.72173   7.034033   .1748252   42.89773 
 
 
sum wage if sex==0 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
        wage |     488    14.01115   10.12239         .5   81.73029 
 
For frequencies on a categorical variable, use the “tabulate <varname>” command. 
 
tabulate sex 
 
     Gender |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
------------+----------------------------------- 
       Male |        488       51.37       51.37 
     Female |        462       48.63      100.00 
------------+----------------------------------- 
      Total |        950      100.00 
 
Note that the program used “gender” in place of sex, and labeled the values “male” and “female” instead 
of 0 and 1. See below for a discussion of how to generate these labels. We can suppress the value labels if 
we want. 
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tabulate sex, nolabel 
 
     Gender |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
------------+----------------------------------- 
          0 |        488       51.37       51.37 
          1 |        462       48.63      100.00 
------------+----------------------------------- 
      Total |        950      100.00 

 
 
5. Generating categorical variables and creating labels, 
 
In Stata, it's easy to generate categorical variables. If you wanted to create a variable to indicate whether a 
person was elderly, for example, you could just type “generate elderly = (age>65).” The 
logical condition in the parentheses is equal to 1 if true, and 0 if false. So the variable “elderly” is either 
zero or one depending on whether the condition is fulfilled. Here's a more complex assignment that uses 
two conditions joined by “and” (both must be true): 
 
 
gen fulltime = (weeks>=48) & (hours>=35) 
tab fulltime sex 
 
           |        Gender 
  fulltime |      Male     Female |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       128        196 |       324  
         1 |       360        266 |       626  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       488        462 |       950  
 
To give more meaningful labels to the fulltime variable, we first need to define the labels. Type “help 
label” for more information. 
 
label define ft  0 “PYPT” 1 “FYFT” 
 
 
 “ft” is the name of a set of labels that can be applied to any variable. To apply them to the values of the 
variable fulltime we type: 
 
label val fulltime ft 
 
Now the labels show up in the output (see the next page). Note that the “col” statement requests column 
percents be generated. (Three guesses how you get row and cell percents. Try it.) 
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tab fulltime sex, col 
 
           |        Gender 
  fulltime |      Male     Female |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
      PYPT |       128        196 |       324  
           |     26.23      42.42 |     34.11  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
      FYFT |       360        266 |       626  
           |     73.77      57.58 |     65.89  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       488        462 |       950  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.0 
 
We can also label the variable as well. The variable name “fulltime” is replaced with a more meaningful 
phrase. 
 
label var fulltime “Work Status” 
tab fulltime sex, col 
 
      Work |        Gender 
    Status |      Male     Female |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
      PYPT |       128        196 |       324  
           |     26.23      42.42 |     34.11  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
      FYFT |       360        266 |       626  
           |     73.77      57.58 |     65.89  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       488        462 |       950  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
Type “describe” (or just “des”) again and note that the variable labels and value labels are shown in 
the output. 
 
It is also a good idea to make “notes” on the definition of variables. It is extremely useful to know that you 
can use the “page up” key to bring up past commands for editing. Do this until you get to “generate 
fulltime = … .” Then edit the line by deleting “generate”, adding “note” and putting a “:” after 
fulltime, as shown below. Everything after the colon is attached as a note to the variable fulltime. Typing 
“notes” shows the notes, which can be very useful at some later date when you want to remember how 
a variable was created. 
 
note fulltime: = (weeks>=48) & (hours>=35) 
notes 
 
fulltime: 
1. = (weeks>=48) & (hours>=35) 

 
Here's an example of creating a categorical variable from a continuous one. Use the page up command to 
edit the “replace” commands rather than retyping each one. 
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gen agegroup =1 
 
replace agegroup=2 if age>24 
(789 real changes made) 
 
replace agegroup=3 if age>34 
(544 real changes made) 
 
replace agegroup=4 if age>44 
(304 real changes made) 
 
replace agegroup=5 if age>54 
(116 real changes made) 
 
replace agegroup=6 if age>64 
(21 real changes made) 
 
This works, but it's pretty cumbersome. Stata usually has short cuts for these common data operations. In 
this case we can use “recode” (after first dropping the variable agegroup so we can start over). 
 
drop agegroup 
gen agegroup=age 
 
recode agegroup min/24=1 25/34=2 35/44=3 45/54=4 55/64=5 65/max=6 
(950 changes made) 
 
It's always a good idea to check the results of such assignments to be sure it came out the way you 
expected. Note the use of a new syntax: “by <groupvar>: <command name>… .” The minima and 
maxima show that we got the assignments we wanted. 
 
sort agegroup 
by agegroup: sum age 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 1 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         age |     161    20.38509   2.660033         15         24 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 2 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         age |     245    29.73469   2.733936         25         34 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 3 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
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         age |     240     39.3875   2.902144         35         44 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 4 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         age |     188    48.97872   2.776828         45         54 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 5 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         age |      95    58.70526    2.80529         55         64 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
-> agegroup = 6 
 
    Variable |     Obs        Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------- 
         age |      21    73.14286    8.23581         65         90 
 
Note that to use “by”, you first must sort the data by the relevant variable as shown above. Let's 
document our new variable for future reference. 
 
note agegroup: min/24=1 25/34=2 35/44=3 45/54=4 55/64=5 65/max=6 
 
notes 
 
fulltime: 
  1.  = (weeks>=48) & (hours>=35) notes 
 
agegroup: 
  1.  min/24=1 25/34=2 35/44=3 45/54=4 55/64=5 65/max=6 
 
 
6. Are the differences significant? 
 
Now, let’s use the tabulate command to show differences in wage by gender. 
 
tabulate sex, sum(wage) 
 
            |           Summary of wage 
     Gender |        Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq. 
------------+------------------------------------ 
       Male |   14.011151   10.122389         488 
     Female |   10.721729   7.0340332         462 
------------+------------------------------------ 
      Total |   12.411453   8.9062819         950 
 
There is an easier way to get the same information we generated above using “if” clauses. The output 
printed above, however, will work but is still ugly because it has too many decimals. We can control the 
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way numbers print by using formats. “% 8.2f” is Stata’s way of saying that numbers should be printed 
using 8 spaces, with 2 places after the decimal point. The “f” stands for “fixed.” Type “help format” 
for more information. Note the difference in the output. The underlying data are unaffected. 
 
format wage %8.2f 
 
Type “describe” again. Note that the %8.2f format is shown next to the variable wage. The other 
variables have a %9.Og format, where “g” means “general”. 
 
tabulate sex, sum(wage) 
 
            |           Summary of wage 
     Gender |        Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq. 
------------+------------------------------------ 
       Male |       14.01       10.12         488 
     Female |       10.72        7.03         462 
------------+------------------------------------ 
      Total |       12.41        8.91         950 
 
Well, there is clearly a difference. But is it statistically significant? We need to do a t test. The 
command is “ttest <vamame>, by(<groupvar>)”. 
 
ttest wage, by(sex) 
 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Male |     488    14.01115     .458219    10.12239    13.11082    14.91148 
  Female |     462    10.72173    .3272528    7.034033    10.07864    11.36482 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     950    12.41145    .2889579    8.906282    11.84438    12.97852 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            3.289421    .5684856                2.173786    4.405057 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Degrees of freedom: 948 
 
                  Ho: mean(Male) - mean(Female) = diff = 0 
 
     Ha: diff < 0               Ha: diff ~= 0              Ha: diff > 0 
       t =   5.7863                t =   5.7863              t =   5.7863 
   P < t =   1.0000          P > |t| =   0.0000          P > t =   0.0000 

. 
The output gives you the t statistics and p values for all three possible tests (one-tailed in each 
direction and two-tailed). You have to decide how to interpret it. 
 
But wait – we should probably use natural log of wage to make comparisons (more on this 
reasoning when we talk about functional forms). To test log wages, we need to generate the 
variable and repeat the test. We might also assume that the variances are different. So we should 
specify the “unequal” option. 
 
 
gen lnwage = ln(wage) 
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ttest lnwage, by(sex)unequal 
 
 
Two-sample t test with unequal variances 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Male |     488    2.386207    .0346369    .7651534    2.318151    2.454263 
  Female |     462    2.159677    .0322891    .6940286    2.096224    2.223129 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     950    2.276042    .0240013    .7397703     2.22894    2.323143 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .2265305    .0473529                .1336016    .3194594 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom:  946.278 
 
                  Ho: mean(Male) - mean(Female) = diff = 0 
 
     Ha: diff < 0               Ha: diff ~= 0              Ha: diff > 0 
       t =   4.7839                t =   4.7839              t =   4.7839 
   P < t =   1.0000          P > |t| =   0.0000          P > t =   0.0000 
 

7. Saving changes to the dataset 
 
Changes to a dataset may be saved either by typing in “save <full path name>, replace” or by 
using the “Save” command in the “File” menu. If you use the menu option, Stata will ask you to confirm 
that you wish to replace the old file every time you save the dataset. Stata does this so that you are given a 
chance to change your mind before over-writing your original data. Whenever I make substantial changes 
to a dataset, I usually save it under a new but related name so that I may trace the revisions easily. For 
instance, I would save the revised “gender.dta” data set as “gender_v1.dta.” 


